IRCCS (Istituto di Ricovero e Cura a Carattere Scientifico, which means a research hospital), Istituto Clinico Scientifico Maugeri (ICSM), Hospital of Pavia, Italy for more than 10 years to derive hospital-based T2DM complications risk prediction models.
Methods
Following the guidelines proposed for data mining and predictive modeling for T2DM 9 the analysis pipeline has been made up of four sequential steps ( Figure 1 ):
1. Center profiling. It is aimed at assessing the hospital characteristics in terms of population characteristics and care patterns. 2. Predictive model(s) targeting. On the basis of both center profiling and literature review it is possible to target different modeling strategies to the specific data set. 3. Predictive model(s) construction. Once the target of the modeling has been selected, it is necessary to define a strategy for preprocessing problems (such as missing data and class unbalance issues). 4. Predictive model(s) validation. The validation strategy to assess the performance of the proposed method.
Center Profiling
The center profiling step is aimed at assessing the hospital characteristics in terms of population (eg, number of patients with complications; time to diagnosis of the complications) and of patterns of care (eg, centers that are used to deal with more complex cases, centers performing an initial intensive diagnostic program to discover complication early after the first visit). This analysis was useful to identify the selection bias and to define the prediction problems more amenable to ML modeling. Variables to be used as features were defined thanks to this initial analysis. For example, a consistent amount of patients treated by the hospital were already diagnosed with cardiovascular complications, ruling them out of our study. In our application, considered variables include demographic data (age, gender, time to diagnosis), clinical data from the EHR (BMI, Hba1c, lipid profile, smoking habit) and administrative data (antihypertensive therapy) of a population of 943 T2DM patients in charge of the ICSM hospital. These data were enriched with the administrative data available in local health care agency, and stored into a specialized data warehouse called the i2b2 MOSAIC Data Warehouse. 10 As clinical data were available only after the first visit at the hospital, patients who had already developed complications at that time were excluded from the analysis.
Predictive Models Training
On the basis both of center profiling and literature review, it was possible to target different modeling strategies to assess the risk of developing complications. The analysis focused on deriving predictive models for microvascular complications in the population: nephropathy, neuropathy, and retinopathy. The reasons for this choice are that, first, in the studied population, microvascular complications account for a larger number of cases developed after the first visit (20.1% and 79.9% before and after the first visit respectively), as compared to macrovascular complications (39.4% and 60.6% before and after the first visit respectively). Second, the validated "Progetto Cuore" 11 score for cardiovascular risk was already in use in the clinical practice at ICSM.
In literature, predictive models of the microvascular complications are reported by of the United Kingdom Prospective Diabetes Study.
12-14 Unfortunately, it is not possible to directly apply these models to the ICSM dataset. The main impairment is that they all require the data to be taken at the diabetes diagnosis, while the ICSM data set provides clinical information only from the first visit at the hospital. An additional problem is that none of these studies present a validation of the models in terms of its prediction accuracy. Grounding on those papers for selecting the variables to be included, a new set of models were developed and evaluated on the available data.
Predictive Models Construction
Given the patient's health status at the first visit, the aim is to predict if the patient will develop microvascular complications (nephropathy, neuropathy, and retinopathy) in the future. Distinct models were built for each complication, considering a temporal threshold for risk prediction of 3, 5 or 7 years. The binary class variable in the models corresponds to whether a patient develops the complications within the threshold time.
Microvascular complication onset was assessed and collected in the data set by physicians during follow-ups. Patients were diagnosed as having nephropathy when renal function was reduced, as assessed by a low eGFR (<60 mL/min/1.73 m²) or when the presence of microalbuminuria (urine albumin-to-creatinine ratio = 30-299 mg/g) was found in at least two spot morning urine samples. Patients were diagnosed of retinopathy when specific lesions were detected at dilated fundoscopy. Neuropathy was screened by physical analysis, and its diagnosis needed electromyography and/or nerve conduction study to be fully confirmed.
The classification models used were logistic regression (LR), naïve Bayes (NB), support vector machines (SVMs), and random forest (RF). For each model, the analysis was performed on patient subset complying with the following criteria:
(i) Patient has a follow-up time longer than the corresponding temporal threshold (ii) Patient develops the complication after the first visit (ie, the complication is not present when the patient is admitted at ICSM for the first time) (iii) Patient's complication onset date has been registered For LR, a stepwise feature selection based on the Akaike information criterion 15 was applied.
Data Imputation. The ICSM data set is prone to missing features, especially for lipid-related data. In particular, the missing data at the first visit were: time to diagnosis 2.4%; BMI 0.01%; HbA1c 16.9%; total cholesterol 34.1%; triglycerides 36.2%. Smoking habit, age and gender showed no missing data. For our data imputing approach, we examined two simple statistical methods (ie, imputing the mean and median of each variable) and a random forest (RF) approach. The latter is based on a RF imputation algorithm, called missForest. 16 To test the performance of the imputation strategy, a data-complete set was assembled by considering only the instances without missing data. The data-complete set was then altered by randomly removing records of attributes. In particular, the percentage of missing values was calculated for each attribute on the original data set, and then the same percentage was randomly removed from the data-complete set, thus creating artificial missing values to test the imputing ability.
Removed values were imputed with mean, median and missForest. The parameters chosen for missForest imputation were 100 trees and a maximum of 100 iterations. We compared imputation performances by measuring the root mean squared error (RMSE) and the normalized root mean squared error (RMSEN) on the artificial missing values of the data-complete set. (Note that we can calculate RMSE only on numerical features and on features presenting missing values.)
missForest outperformed imputation with mean or median, and therefore was chosen as our data imputing method (Table 1) . Considering total cholesterol and triglycerides amount of missing data (>30%) and the measured imputation errors are significantly higher than other variables, we did not consider them in our models. Class Unbalance. Since ICSM data set show a large number of patients without complications, the resulting classification problems are characterized by an unbalanced distribution of the class variable. In the whole observed period, retinopathy cases accounted for 12.5%, neuropathy for 13.2%, and nephropathy for 12.8% of the patients. It is possible to ignore class unbalance issues and directly proceed with learning and testing phases; another option is to try to rebalance the cases/controls ratio. We explored both options by training the algorithms on the original data set, and on a new one balanced by oversampling the minority class. This strategy has been applied for LR, SVMs and RF. In addition, for NB, while the marginal probabilities are estimated on the training sets balanced with oversampling, the prior probability of the class is computed on the original unbalanced dataset. This strategy adjusted the model posterior probabilities to the real distribution of the classes. It could be potentially used to recalibrate the model when applied to a new population. We will denote the models resulting from the class balancing strategy as LR balanced, SVM balanced, RF balanced, and NB balanced + adjusted prior; models built on the original dataset are denoted simply as LR, SVM, RF, and NB.
Predictive Models Validation
The final step was devoted to the validation strategy, assessing the performance of the selected methods. Eight models were built for the three microvascular complications (as described in the Predictive Models Training section) using three temporal thresholds (as described in the Predictive Models Construction section). For each model, for each complication, and for each temporal threshold, data with or without imputation were considered, as shown in Table 2 .
The performances of the models were evaluated with a leave-one-out (LOO) validation strategy. Sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV), area under the ROC (AUC) 17 and Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC) 18 were measured for the selected models. 
Results
Results of the leave-one-out validation procedure in terms of AUC for each scenario and modeling strategy were considered, as shown in Table 3 . The ROC curves obtained on the original dataset and the ones obtained on datasets balanced by oversampling the minority class appear very close in most scenarios. As far as the choice of the classification method is concerned, AUC values are higher for SVMs and RF when the data sets are balanced. However, SVMs and RF models are harder to interpret, especially considering that our final goal is the model application into clinical practice. We also note their superior performance is heavily influenced by the unbalance class problem, dropping dramatically when the original unbalanced data are utilized. LR, on the other hand, provides a clear interpretation of its coefficients as the odds ratios of the risk factors and let the models be fully represented graphically through nomograms, which are concepts familiar to clinicians. This fact supports choosing LR as the most suitable classifier for this prediction problem.
On the basis of the previously shown results, the final retained models were based on LR with rebalanced classes, with feature selection based on the Akaike information criterion, as the standard models for use in the clinical practice. This allowed to automatically retaining the features (variables) to be monitored for prediction in clinical practice. LR models are easily understandable from a clinical point of view, as they offer an intuitive interpretation of the parameters. The complete set of LOO performances of the models are provided in Table 4. LR allows calculating the probability of developing a complication within a specific time period, providing a way to calculate a risk score for the patients. This is particularly interesting at the first visit, suggesting to doctors the patients needing particular attention. Moreover, LR models support the adoption of nomograms to represent the results (Figures 2-4) . In nomograms, each feature value is associated to a standardized point set (in the topmost part of the figure). The points obtained considering the whole feature set of a patient are summed up, thus obtaining the total points, which are further transformed into logarithms of odds in favor of the complication, and, finally into a probability. Let's also note that, by evaluating the performances of the models in terms of MCC, which is particularly suitable in case of unbalanced distribution among classes, 19 ,20 the 3-year time horizon provides the best results for the retinopathy and neuropathy cases. Furthermore, it is of particular interest in the ICSM case, where physicians treat patients in advanced stages of the disease and 5-year and 7-year horizons might be too far to be useful. For these reasons LR and the 3-year horizons were the model of choice to be translated into clinical practice.
Retinopathy Nephropathy Neuropathy
Feature selection is tailored for each complication, and the retained features are analyzed in the discussion. 
Discussion
This work describes the application of a modern data mining pipeline, combining a variety of approaches to exploit clinical data to extract a risk calculator of microvascular T2DM complication. It provides a multivariate index of the patients' conditions. AI-based strategies were used to handle missing data and to address class imbalance. Models were created considering different prediction horizons and validated by state-of-art data science principles. Finally, LR and nomograms was selected as the instrument to deliver the predictive models to the users. The developed pipeline allowed developing models tailored on the population characteristics, which are specific of the T2DM patients treated by the ICSM hospital. The LR model on the entire dataset, after RF imputation, identified individual risk factors for the onset of the three microvascular complications and their relative odds ratios.
Hba1c, as the standard measure for blood glucose monitoring in diabetic patients, was found to be a risk factor for all complications. As the developed models take into account measurements at the first visit near the hospital, HbA1c might be affected by some bias due to poor metabolic control at the referral. However, this bias is mitigated by the very nature of the measure, which takes into account a 3-month period before the visit. In fact, HbA1c values mean (SD) of 62.42 (21.05) mmol/mol are comparable to the average values of the Italian T2DM patients. 21, 22 Duration of diabetes (T2DM) and BMI were found to be important risk factors for both retinopathy and neuropathy, while hypertension was found as a risk factor for both retinopathy and nephropathy. As regards of retinopathy, these results can be supported by other studies and literature reviews, 23 where is shown that the main risk factors for retinopathy prevalence increasing are HbA1c and diabetes duration.
Regarding nephropathy, a recent study 24 applied a data mining framework to predict renal failure in T2DM on a time horizon of 5 years. The described models are based on a larger cohort and include albuminuria and creatinine values, which were not available in our analysis. The results in terms of metabolic control are comparable. Although AUC values are higher for nephropathy on a 5-year horizon, they are not significantly different from the 3-year ones, which we choose to deliver for clinical practice (as shown in table 3). the missed opportunity to include albumin-creatinine ratio indicators, which have been demonstrated to be cardiovascular risk factors, [25] [26] [27] is one of the main limitations of the presented work.
Models performances were evaluated in terms of MCC, which is instead dependent on the decisional threshold, which relates to how close the predicted outcome is to the actual outcome. MCC values were more informative when evaluating the impact of strategies to address the class imbalance problem: if no such strategy was adopted, the models assigned almost all examples to the majority class, leading to poor MCC results. While small differences are noticeable among resampling approaches, in general none of the proposed strategies contributed to significantly improve the AUC performances with respect to the baseline model nor achieved better MCC.
Conclusions
This work shows how data mining and computational methods can be effectively adopted in clinical medicine to derive models that use patient-specific information to predict an outcome of interest. Predictive data mining methods may be applied to the construction of decision models for procedures such as prognosis, diagnosis and treatment planning, which-once evaluated and verified-may be embedded within clinical information systems. Developing predictive models for the onset of chronic microvascular complications in patients suffering from T2DM could contribute to evaluating the relation between exposure to individual factors and the risk of onset of a specific complication, to stratifying the patients' population in a medical center with respect to this risk, and to developing tools for the support of clinical informed decisions in patients' treatment.
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